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Combined experimental and theoretical studies on molecular structure of the betulinic acid solvatomorph
of ethanol, 2-butanol and isopropyl alcohol solvents, grown by recrystallization method, are reported.
Theoretical investigations, in the frame of DFT, are done using  the new method of the betulinic acid
solvatomorph molecule extraction from the corresponding molecular crystal, based on typical fragmentation
scheme and chemical connectivity. For all electrons, a localized basis set of Gaussian type functions TZVP
and local gradient corrected functional BP86 were used. Good correlation was found between the calculated
and experimental  data. Slight differences in the lattice modes spectral range (0-200 cm-1) from experimental
Raman spectra suggest slight differences in the crystalline network and highlight the powerful Raman
approach in evidencing BA pseudo-polymorphs or solvatomorphs. Data obtained suggest that incorporated
solvents to the solvates generaly induced changes in crystal symmetry, intermolecular arrangements,
stoichiometry and hydrogen bonding interactions of the analysed solvatomorphs.
 Keywords: betulinic acid solvatomorphs, harmonic vibrational modes, FT-IR, FT-Raman, DFT vibrational
calculation.
Betulinic acid [systematic name: 3β-hydrozy-lup-
20(29)-en-28-oic acid, C30H48O3] (BA) is a natural
pentacyclic lupane type triterpenoid present in many plant
species, like Triphyophyllum peltatum, Ancistrocladus
heyneanus, Ziziphi fructus, etc. [1]. BA is a natural product
obtained from barks or core extraction of some plant
species mainly from Betula pubescenes or by synthetic
processes using the betulin (alcohol triterpene) as a
synthetic intermediate or by biological fermentation with
betulin [2,3].
 As exhaustively reviewed [4, 5] on BA and its derivatives
possess important biological properties and activities such
as anti-cancer [6], anti-malarial [7], anti-HIV [8], anti-
bacterial [9] and antioxidant [10]. The important
morphological modiûcations of the BA take place during
crystallization via different organic solvents [11]. The role
of solvent molecules is essential to form crystal and
stabilize crystal lattices by fostering hydrogen bonds. Also,
the solvents change the crystal symmetry of solvated
crystal, hydrogen-bonding, intermolecular interactions, and
stoichiometry. There are a lot of solvatomorphism forms
of BA reported in the literature [12,13]. Betulinic acid
dimetyl sulfoxide solvate (BA-DMSO), with the
orthorhombic P212121 space group, was ûrst reported by
Boryczka et al. [12]. Wang et al. [13], proves the existence
of five more crystalline forms of BA solvatomorphs with
sulfoxide (BA-DMSO), methanol (BA-MeOH), ethanol (BA-
EtOH), isopropyl alcohol (BA-IPA) and 2-butanol (BA-2BUT)
respectively. During last years, the combining experimental
and theoretical methods of infrared and Raman
spectroscopy have been used, as very efficient and non-
destructive analytical approach for understanding complex
molecular structures or transition metal complexes [14]
and correct interpretation of their experimental data. Based
on such approach, reliable characterization of BA and its
derivatives has been reported [15-20].
Our previous study [15] has presented new results on
BA solvatomorph of methanol (BA-MeOH) grown, normal
modes characterization and calculation of vibrational
wavenumbers and their vibrational assignment.
In this paper, we provide a deeper insight, compared
with the reports of Wang et al (2014) [13], into the
recrystallization grown (another experimental method for
obtaining the crystals), molecular structure of BA-EtOH,
BA- IPA, BA-2BUT solvatomorphs along the pure BA and
complete theoretical and experimental study of their
vibrational FT-IR and FT-Raman spectra.
Experimental part
 In each experiment BA was dissolved in the solvent
(≈1- 3 mL) close to the boiling temperature of each solvent
and the mixture was stirred until BA was completely
dissolved. The mixture was cooled down slowly to room
temperature and the crystals were obtained within few
days.
BA and the solvents (ethanol, isopropyl alcohol and 2
butanol) analytical pure were acquired from Merck and
Sigma Aldrich (Germany), respectively. The details of
recrystallization grown and characterization of betulinic
acid solvatomorph crystals are given in [15] and [21].
FT-IR spectra were recorded in mid-infrared 4000-400
cm-1 spectral range with a resolution of 2 cm-1 using a
JASCO 670+ after KBr pelleting.
FT-Raman spectra of the powdered solid, polycrystalline
solvatomorphs have been recorded with a Bruker Equinox
55 FT-IR spectrometer with an integrated FRA106S Raman
module. Detection was accomplished with a Ge detector
operating at the liquid nitrogen temperature. A Nd: YAG
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laser emitting the 1064 nm line was used for excitation.
The output power was set to 350 mW and 500 scans were
co-added. Data acquisition and processing was achieved
with the OPUS 2.0 and Origin 6.1 software respectively.
Computational methods
The analysis of solvatomorphs are consistent with the
crystallography structure with the space group P22121
(number 18 in International Tables for Crystallography [22])
for BA-2BUT  and  P212121  (number 19 in International
Tables for Crystallography [22]) for BA-IPA and BA-EtOH,
with four molecules in the unit cell, confirming the results
of Wang et al. [13], regarding the crystals symmetries. In
all cases, the host molecule BA (solvates) interacts with
the included solvents, making them essential components
of the host lattices. Therefore, the solvent molecules in all
solvates belong as integral part of the corresponding
crystal’s unit cell, with a certain stoichiometric ratio to
host molecules, bonded to the crystal lattice by hydrogen
bonding, which improve the stability of the corresponding
lattice. For each molecular crystal studied, the geometric
structures of the corresponding molecules have been
obtained according to the method presented in [15] and
then the conformational analysis had been done. Figure 1
presents the geometry of the BA-2BUT molecule (for sake
of brevity the conformational analysis for the other
molecules is not given here).
The structure of the BA-2BUT molecule confirms five
membered –rings with 10 chiral centers and solvent bonded
on the mother structure of BA by a hydrogen bond of 1.689
Å between H5 and O82. In the case BA-IPA and BA-EtOH the
hydrogen bonding correspond to a distance of 1.709 Å
between H1 and O4, respectively 1.893 Å between H49 and
O1 for BA-EtOH.
The method of extraction solvatomorph BA molecule
from the corresponding molecular crystal [15], has been
applied.
In the frame of this method the BA-2BUT, BA-IPA, BA
and BA-EtOH molecules are extracted from corresponding
molecular crystal based on typical fragmentation scheme
that treat each individual molecule as a distinct, non-
overlapping fragment, taken into account chemical
connectivity defined by the sum of the covalent radii.
From space group of each molecular crystal we
extracted the geometry of corresponding molecule within
the MO-LCAO framework using CRYSTAL 14 code [23]. All
computations have been done using for all electrons a
localized basis set of Gaussian type functions Triple-zeta
valence TZVP with quality for solid state calculations [24]
and BP86 hybrid functional [25,26]. Once the geometry of
the molecules is obtained they should be optimizing in order
to obtain more precisely wavenumbers values. This was
made with the ORCA 3.0.3. Software [27, 28] using
Ahlrichs-TZVP basis set [29], auxiliary bases sets def2/JK
[30], BP86 functional [27,28] and RIJCOSX approximation
[31,32] to speed up the Hessian calculation. Due to low
symmetry of all four analyzed molecules, their calculated
harmonic wavenumbers corresponds to nondegenerate
values. All frequencies values of normal mode are real,
confirming that the used geometry of samples corresponds
to the equilibrium positions.
The harmonic vibrational wavenumbers of BA-2BUT, BA-
IPA, BA and BA-EtOH molecules were obtained based on
the numerical calculation of the second derivative of the
energy with respect of nuclear position [28]. Thus,
wavenumbers of all normal modes were calculated for
each molecule: BA (C30H48O3-237 normal modes); BA-EtOH
(C30H48O3.C2H5OH-264 normal modes); BA-2BUT





Experimental FT-IR spectra for three solvates of betulinic
acid compared with  pure betulinic acid spectrum, is given
in figure 2.
Fig. 1. Geometry of BA-2BUT
molecule illustrating the hydrogen
bonding of the BA carboxylic group
with the 2-BUT solvent. (For
interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the
reader should refer to the web
version of this article)
Fig. 2. Experimental FT-IR spectra of  the three
solvates and pure betulinic acid, as indicated on
each spectrum.
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The main experimental FT-IR harmonic wavenumbers
and their corresponding calculated values, as above
presented, with tentative of their assignments, are collected
in the table 1.
The FT-IR experimental and theoretical spectra of BA
and its solvatomorphs presents in figure 2 and table 1 shows
dominant IR absorption bands in the high wavenumber
interval 3400 -3600 cm-1 coresponding to the streching
vibration of  O-H - a hydroxyl groups involved in hydrogen
bond. The bands between 3000-2800 cm-1 are assigned to
the C-H stretching modes. The wavenumbers and
intensities from finger print  region from 1800 to 400 cm”1
give very sofisticated informations about the new created
molecule  and required detailed spectroscopic calculations
- through the analysis of normal coordinates. The key bands
involving the carboxylic group C=O at 1687 in BA-EtOH
and BA-2BUT, 1686 in BA-IPA, respectively 1685 cm-1 in
the pure BA and C=C stretching modes at 1642and 1643
cm-1 were observed in all the experimental FT-IR spectra
of solvatomorphs. The values of C=O modes are slightly
different from those reported by Wang et al [13] in the FT-
IR spectra of BA solvatomorphs. They reported FT-IR bands
attributable to the C=O in the 1683-1678 cm-1 range. The
higher wavenumbers of the C=O mode observed in the
spectra of the present solvatomorphs suggest less
involvement of the carboxylic group in hydrogen bonding
interaction, which could be a consequence of the different
preparation method.
FT-IR spectra present dominant bands around 1450 and
1377 cm”1 due to the CH3  bending modes , 1320 due to the
CH2 bending modes, 882 due to the CH2 wagging modes
and many other bands of medium to weak intensity. It can
see from Table 1 that all main wavenumbers of absorption
bands of pure BA are also present in the BA solvatomorphs
systems spectra. Moreover, the calculated values of normal
wavenumbers for all the analyzed solvatomorphs are in
good agreement with the corresponding measured ones.
b) FT-Raman spectra
Raman spectra of BA and its monosolvate systems are
presented in the figure 3 in the 3600-0 cm-1 spectral range.
Key details are highlighted in the Figure 4 a,b for the low
wavenumbers range (0-200) both in Raman Stokes and
anti-Stokes and the 1550-1760 cm-1 range, bearing the C=C
and C=O modes, respectively.
Table 1
EXPERIMENTAL FT-IR MAIN WAVE NUMBERS (EXP) AND CORRESPONDING CALCULATED (CAL) VALUES (ALL IN cm-1) FOR BA-EtOH,
BA-2BUT, BA-IPA AND BA MOLECULES WITH THEIR TENTATIVE ASSIGNMENTS
Fig. 3. FT-Raman spectra of the solid, polycrystalline BA-EtOH, BA-
2BUT, BA-IPA compared to the spectrum of pure BA, as indicated.
Note that the highest intensity presents the normalized
BA-IPA spectrum, followed by BA-2BUT and BA-EtOH
respectively. The observed differences suggest slightly
different Raman scattering cross section due to the
different crystalline network.
The main experimental Raman harmonic
wavenumbers and corresponding calculated values, as
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they are presented in this paper, for BA-EtOH, BA-2BUT,
BA-IPA and BA with tentative of their assignments, are
collected in table 2.
From experimental point of view the FT-Raman data
provided richer information than FT-IR analysis by including
the low wavenumber range (0-200) cm-1. Due to low
symmetry group of molecules, the vibrational modes are
both IR and Raman active. The main bands of BA are
observed in all solvatomorphs spectra with small
differences in the peak positions (table 2). The differences
between theoretical and measured of some wavenumbers
could be due to the anharmonicity of some vibrational
modesand overestimated the calculated force constants
by used quantum method. In the high wavenumber region,
a complex shaped band over the 2829-2992 cm-1 range,
centered around  2940 cm-1 (activity 29.21 and de-
oplarization 0.10) has been observed. The weak band at
3070 cm-1 is characteristic for the aromatic C-H stretching.
In the ûngerprint region, the characteristic modes of
lupanes keleton of the pentacyclic triterpene are observed
as complex shaped Raman bands at 1685 (C=O) 1647
(C=C), 1440 (CH2,3 bend), 1258 (CH2 bend), 1198 (C-H
bend), 947 (C-C bend), 881 (CH2 wag), 544, 412 (complex
bendings involving C-O, O-H),  183, 119 cm”1 (lattice
modes).
The most relevant changes on passing from the pure BA
spectrum to the solvatomorphs are consistent with the
change in the carboxylic and hydroxyl group modes
wavenumbers due to the hydrogen bonding. As the
employed solvents are polar protic, intermolecular hydrogen
bonds are formed between carboxylic and hydroxyl groups
of adjacent molecules in the crystalline network, in
Fig. 4.   a). Details of the low
wavenumbers FT-Raman spectra both
in Stokes and anti-Stokes spectral
range (left).  b). Detail of the 1550-1750
cm-1 range, characteristic for the key
bands (C=C, C=O) (right)
Table 2
 EXPERIMENTAL FT-RAMAN MAIN WAVE NUMBERS (Exp) AND CORRESPONDING CALCULATED (CAL) VALUES (ALL IN cm-1) FOR BA-EtOH,
BA-2BUT, BA-IPA AND BA MOLECULES WITH THEIR TENTATIVE ASSIGNMENTS.
a b
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agreement with the previous crystallography data reported
by Wang et al (2014) [13]. Thus, as a consequence of the
O-H…O hydrogen bonding, the characteristic C=O Raman
mode position is changed from 1682 cm-1 (pure BA) to
1680 cm-1 (BA_2BUT), 1685 cm-1 (BA-EtOH) and 1684 cm-
1 (BA-IPA), respectively (fig.4 and table 2). As highlighted
in the figure  4, the subtle differences of the lattice modes
between the pure BA (85, 111, 119, 132, 192 cm-1) and the
three solvatomorphs, clearly observable in the anti-Stokes
range, show the crystalline matrix differences between
BA-EtOH (the most similar with the pure BA) and the other
two solvatomorphs. Our first report [16] on Raman signal
of pure BA excited with the 514.5 nm line of an argon laser,
revealed the weak band attributable to C=O mode at 1690
cm-1 while the stronger C=C mode at 1646 cm-1. Obviously,
from these data, it is evident that either different Stokes of
the commercially available BA or the solvatomorphs are
subject of small differences in crystalline structure and
consequently, in the emerged properties (purity, melting
point, solubility, microcrystalline morphology) and further,
in pharmaceutical formulation and bioavailability.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the experimental and
theoretical investigations on the betulinic acid
solvatomorph of ethanol, 2-butanol and isopropyl alcohol
solvents. The obtained experimental FT-IR and FT-Raman
spectra of the crystals, grown by recrystallization method,
have been completely assigned based on the DFT method.
The calculation of harmonic vibrational wavenumbers
of the BA and its solvatomorphs extracted from the
corresponding molecular crystal has been achieved.  The
extraction is based on a fragmentation scheme, used in
our previous paper, that treat each individual molecule as
a distinct, non-overlapping fragment, taken into account
their chemical connectivity. For all four types of molecules
the harmonic vibrational wavenumbers are calculated,
after geometry optimization of each molecule.  The
obtained results of calculations are compared with
measured data and the agreement is quite satisfactory.
From analysis of the experimental and calculated
spectra it appears that the BA solvatomorph products
present characteristic features of both pure BA and solvents
suggesting the formation of new molecules. The solvent
molecules in all solvates form an integral part of the
corresponding crystal’s unit cell, with a certain
stoichiometric ratio to host molecules, bounded to the
crystal lattice by hydrogen bonding, which improve the
stability of the corresponding lattice.
 This study demonstrates that DFT calculations at BP86/
TZVP level is a powerful tool for investigation the vibrational
spectra of complex structures like BA and its derivatives.
Normalized, background subtracted Raman spectra of
the solvatomorphs showed excellent consistency in terms
of bands position and relative intensity with the Raman
signal of the pure BA. Further, vibrational analysis correlates
well with the data of the BA solvatomorphs slight crystalline
differences.
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